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A MOVING DAY AT WORK

Hey guys! How was 

your job today? For 

me it was a 

beautiful day!

I do not really

want to talk now

... I'm still too

angry!

If I think back to 

what happened, 

I can’t hold back 

the tears!

Yuck! 

Disgusting 

day, as usual!

I still feel a bit 

shaky ... As 

soon as I stop 

shaking I'll tell 

you 

everything!

Wow! Life will never 

stop  to amaze me! I 

would say it was a 

really amazing day!



The mirror of the heart

Ask all your classmates to write in the mirrors below which elf they  think to look like more and why. 

Then ask them to color the little heart with the color that identifies the chosen elf. You will do the 

same thing on the papers that your classmates will give you. This will allow  to know each other better.

I’m alike  Scatto 

because it's 

beautiful and I'm 

beautiful.

Luca

I am very similar to 

Tremolino because 

I am afraid of the 

dark

Marina

I think I look 

like Gaietto 

because I'm 

always happy.

Matteo

I'm just like 

Gaietto because 

I'm always happy

Angela







https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x6InS8NMSZI



We are all too cold. If we only 

spoke, say everything we feel,  

everything would be better.

Charles BuKowsky

It's important:

1) Implement responsible behaviors that

help us to self-protect ourselves;

2) Eliminate worrying and offensive 

messages;

3) Talk with adults about threats, so that

they can help us to slow things down;

4) Do not react with the same coin. You

could ruin your dignity;

5) Ask for help to get more justice, to have

more tools;

6) Support the victim because cyberbullying

can have a big impact on your moral

development.

Teach your child

the respect for

others.

You will make him a 

man
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